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Abstract
Reuse c m be attempted ot any stage in a soputare life cycle. However, rewe will
be more e f f i - v e ut a higher level of abstraction mch as requirernents specifcation.

The reason i s that, one con easity understand the finctionalities of a reusable component when it is abstractly spm&d and ccn also JtrstzJtrstzfy
that the component is indeed rewable. Softwcre can be r w e d i f and only i f its structure and behuvior are
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methodology is given to ensvre structural compatibihty in sofhuare rewe wzng the
f o m a l requirements specifcation of the software to be developed and thut of the software to be reused. Algorithm to implernent the methodology are given and a partial
Mnplementation of the rnethodology LP dtustrated through a case study. The formal
notation Z is used in this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Software reuse is the process of using existing software artifwts with little or no
modification to build new software. The artifacts include code, design, specification
and documentation. Software reuse promises advantages such as reduction in deveiopment time of new software, reduction in cost, and increase in the productivity of
a software organization signilicantly.
Reuse can be attempted at any stage in the life cycle of a software. However, reuse
will be more effective at a higher level of abstraction in the software life cycle, the
reason being as follows. One of the important requirements for software reuse is
that a developer must understand the functionality of a reusable component before
actudy reusing the component. This situation warrants that the reusable component
must be accompanied by precise and unambiguous description of its functionslity or
must itseif be seifdescriptive. Even though code r e m has been in practice for
several decades, understanding the huictionality of a piece of code is a challenge for
programmers One can easily understand the functionaüties of a reusable component
when it is abstractly specified; in addition, one can also justify the reusabiiity of the
component.
Previous research on software reuse rnaidy concentrated on reusing code [2, 181.
Design reuse is also practiced by some industries, particuiarly when a new version of
a software product is being developed while its previous version is currently in use
in the software community. In [2], code r e m has been ülustrated thtough libraries.
With code reuse, it is practicdy impossible to identify a reusable component based
oniy on the code. Often reusable code is accompanied by an informal documentation;
however, this documentation in general, is inadequate to understand the intendeci

functionality of the accompanying code [l, 31. In [1, 21, Basili and his colleagues have
introduced a comprehensive fiamework of models, schemes and support mechanisms
for code reuse. They concentrated more on selecting appropriate data structures
to store, maintain and retrieve reusable components. However, the work does not
reflect any methodology for reuse and seems to have evolved out of experience.
Maiden [18]proposed an alternative paradigm to support software reuse through requirements analysis. The paradigm is founded on a d d p t i v e model of analogy in
software engineering problems, which suggests critical determinants of software engineering analoges. He claimed that d o g y permits the use of entire speciiications as
a basis for the development of new specifications and supports reuse across different
domains. Analogical reasoning has the potential to exploit specifications representh g a wide varïety of applications such as those held in CASE repositories. In [18],
two applications - an air trafic control system and a flexible manufkcturing system,
were taken as examples; though the two domains appear to be quite dinerent, the
analogy was constructed to mmWmize potential reuse between speciiications of the
two examples. In this approach, software reuse is achieved using expert systems but
no formal justification of reuse was given.
Although Maiden's approach seems to be quite promising, there were some constraints in the approach because reuse using specifications should describe a more
determinecl theory of software engineering problems than that proposed by existing
models of analogy. A specification should assist an analyst by providing domain and
method knowledge in a fom that is easily comprehensible and exploitable.
Kedar-Cabelli (16)p r o p d purpose as a major constraint on analogical mappings.
Her purpose-directed model of analogy only mapped features of domains which justified the analogous goals of those domains. The aim of software engineering analogies
is to support reuse through the trander of concepts (processes, sources, data stores)
fiom the reusable specification to a target specification. These concepts are modeled
in such a way that they support the goals and purposes of the system. Hence, purpose
would appear to be a major constraint on analogical mappings.
Reusing specifications during the requirements phase has been discussed in [9, 111.
A few concrete conclusions have been arrivecl at about the nature of the process
of specification r e m . Existing paradigm of software reuse include keyword-based
retried, faceteci classification schemes, formal approaches, instantiation of generic
objects and domain analysis, but none appear to be suitable for specification-level
reuse. Some of the problems asmciated with the above-mentioned approaches are as
follows:

0

0

0

0

The use of simple keywords that retrieve and select software-components based
on their functionality is a much vaunted approach to software reuse. However,
softwareengineering problems are too cornplex to be described comprehensively
using keywords.
Software reuse in well understood domains has been achieved through domain
analysis, during which an experienceddomain anaiyst constmcts a mode1 of the
problem domain. The domain is modeled as a trdormation of des, which
are applied to r e h e a specification or design. Domain analysis is intended to
support many instmces of reuse in a single domain. However, requirements
aoalysis often takes place in poorly undersfood domains. Keywords describing
the functionality or the surface features of systems cannot support reuse across
dinerent applications.
Faceted classification schemes overcome several problem of simple keyword
retrieval by describing non-functional features of a software component and
providing a compIex lexicon to support individual ciifferences in software reuse
terminology. However, development of a comprehensive classification scheme
still requires difficult and time-consuming domain analysis of each application
across which r a s e is intended to occur.
Reuse through generic objects is another much vaunted approach to software
reuse. In this approach, the requirements d y s t uses a template solution
or specification of the type of system under analysis. However, research has
shown that abstract speciücations and solutions are ciifticult to understand
[29]. In addition, constructing template solutions that are both beneficial to
the analyst and sufnciently, abstract to be of benefit during reuse was found
to be a diflticult, if not fruitless, task.

In [SI, a formal approach was used for sohare reuse which uses pre-conditions
and post-conditions, and assertions about component properties. The resulting
proof developed a list of candidate components. However, determination of pre
conditions, postconditions and assertions about reusable specifications requùes
additional knowledge about each application, and specifications represented
using stnictured analysis techniques are inberentIy formal.

Jeng and Cheng [14, 151 have also used analogy for specification reuse but they have
included automated reasoning by which reusable components are selected from a
hierarchy of software components. Following the concept of analogy, an approach
has been suggested to modify a reusable component at the specincation level instead
of at the code level. Specification reuse involves tramfer of a network of dornain
and method knowledge. This approach suggests that reuse of specifications during

requirements analysis is one form of analogous problem solving. In this case, the
dissimilarities between the specification of existing software and the speciûcation of
the new software are determined at an early stage. The changes in specification drive
the corresponding modifications at the code level.

Reuse using specifications involves two problems: retrieving the correct specification

and developing and customizing that specification to fit the new domain. Most re-ch
iato software reuse has investigated the first problem. Information retneval
methods baseà on the analyses of natwal Ianguage documentation have been p r e
paed for constnicting software libraries. However software components represented
by natural language may hinder the r e t i e d process due to the problems of am-

biguity, incompleteness, and incoosistency inherent to natural language. Correct
customization of a specification, however, is iscritical for successful reuse.

AU of the above mentioned problems can be minimized by using formal specikations to repregeot software components. Ushg formal specifications, reusability of
a software component can be justified because formal specifications characterize the
functionality of the software more precisely and unambiguously. In addition, the
well-defineci syntax of a fonnal notation also makes processing amenable to automation. The work reported in [14, 15,311as well as the work presented in this thesis all
f
d under this category. Whiie the work in [14,15,31] use algebraic and Larch specification ianguages, the work reported in this thesis uses the model-based specification
notation 2.Jeng and Cheng [14,15]talk about specification reuse. This is dependent
on a subsumption algorithm and a cluster algorithm developed by Jeng and Cheng.
Wing and Zaremski [31] uses formal specifications to d d b e the behavior of software components, and hmce to determine whether two components match. The
formal specifications of components are written in terms of pre- and post- condition
predicates. Theorem proving is used to determine match and mismatch.
We have used the formal requirements specification of a softwaxe product that is
to be developed (hereafter referred to as target softuare) and that of a reusable
component (hereafker referred to as Iiimrry software) as candidates in this thesis. It
is assumed that both specifications are writtenusing the same formal notation so
that reasoning becomes simpler. The candidate components that are analogous to the
target specincetion are retrieved from the hierarchy of reusabie software components.
A retrieved component is compareci to the target specification to determine what
changes needed to be applied to the correspondhg program component in order to
make it satisfy the target specification. We have used the Z formal notation in this
thesis . The notations of Z are concrete and are currently being standardized and
hence the proposed methodology is amenable to automation.

A specification in 2 consids of a structure and behavior. Structure of a specification
in Z can be identifid by the set of declarations while behavior is described by a
set of operations and hinctions defined on the structure. Complete details of the Z
notation are not given in this paper; refer to [27] for full detaüs. For ease of reference,
a list of Z notations used in this thesis is given in Appendk A.

Our work is confineci to the specincation level. This enhances maintenance and errorfkee reusability.. The use of formai methods enables automation and,the discrepancies
that creep in when expert systems are used for matching, are thus avoideci. The thesis claims that if correct specifîcations for library and target software are given, then
the library software can be rewed in place of the target software if there evists a
compatibiüty between them. Only structural compatibility is described in the thesis.
The notion of behavioral compatibiliv is briefly described but has not been implemented. The work includes exact and partial matches of structural compatibility.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 explains the basic concepts
of formal methods and the Z notation. Chapter 3 describes our new methodology for
softwaze reuse with algonthms. In Chapter 4, we illustrate the algorithms through
a case study and its implementation. Chapter 5 gives a critical analysis of the
methodology based on the case study. Some limitations of the current work are
described in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes out study and discusses future
research directions.

Chapter 2

The Z Notation
The formal notation Z is based on set theory and first order predicate calculus and
was developed at Oxlord University U.K. Currently, the Z notation is undergohg
the process of standardkation. The Z notation has proved to be an useful tool for
developing correct and reliable designs. A specification in Z can be viewed as consisting of two components: structure and behavior. Structure of a software component
in Z can be identi6ed by schemas and global declarations while its behavior is described by a set of functions and operations defined on the structure. In addition
to data type declarations, the structure also includes inwants which are specified
as constraints on the data mes. Structural compatibilitsf for software reuse can be
ensureci by cornparhg the structures of library and target software and hding exact
and partial matches. Behavioral compatibüity is briefiy mentioned, but not further
elaborated in this thesis.

2.1

Basic Z Definitions

There are five types of declarations in Z that we use to ensure structural compatibility: basic type definition, global declaration, schema declarat2on, abbreviatzon and
free type definition Below we give the definitions and informal semantics of these
declarations. These definitions have been directly extracted fkom [27].

type A type in Z is an expression of a restricted kind. The value of a type is a set
cded cam-er set of the type. Any object said to be belonging to a type is in fact a

'

'In 2,types are treated as sets. The d e r set of a type r is the maximal set of d u e s associateci
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member of the c e e t set for that type. The three buiit-in types in Z are N(natural
numbers), Ni (positive numbers) and Z(integers).

basic type A specification may contain several basic types which are assumeci to be
elaborated further during refinement of the specification. For example, a specincation
for a course registration system may have COURSE as a basic type and it is given
by the syntax
[COURSE]

schema type A schema type in Z is denoted by

where fi,...,p, is a set of identifiers and ti, ...t.denote a set of types. An instance
of this schema type is a binding

between the names pl, ...,p, and the objects X I , ...x+,. These objects are drawn
fiom the m
e
s tl ,...t, respectively. Under the binding z, the component z.pi is
equal to the object q for ail i £rom 1to n.

signature A signature is a collection of variables, each ansociated with a type. Thus,

is a signature with variables x and y associiaed with types N and 2 respectively.
Every signature can also be thought of as quivalent to a schema type. Thus the
above signature is equivaient to the schema type

The advantage of thinking of a signature as a schema type is to express some p r o p
erties of the signature using the bindings of the schema.
property A property of a signature is expressed by a predicate and is cheracterized
by the set of bindings under which the predicate is true. Thus, the predicate x < y is
a property of the above signature. Notice that it is possible to write the predicate in
more than one way expressing the same property. For example, the predicate y > x
expresses the same property of the signature. Consequently, h o predicates over a
with T. The values in the &er
more details.

set of a given type are regardeci as atomic abjects.

See [32] for

signature are said to be logicutly etpivalent if both express the same property of the
signature.

global declaration A globai declaration is a signature dong with a property over
the signature. The scope of a global declarationextends fkom the point of dedaration
till the end of the current specification.

schema A schema is a signature together with a property over the signature. The
scope of each variable in the signature of the schema is the schema itself. The
property of a schema may use global declarations defined earlier to the schema and
in this case, the property of the schema is a conjunction of the property expressed
within the schema and the property of the global declaration. A variable within the
schema having the same name as that of a global variable, takes precedence over the
latter. In effkct, this variable hides the giobal variable of the same name and hence
any reference to this name within the property of the schema always refers to the
schema component and not the global variable.

fkee type definition The free type definition in Z is used to define recursive data
m
e
s such as Lists and trees and enwnerated data types. Foilowing are two examples
whkh illustrate this:

List ::= ni1 1 wns((N x List))
Status ::= Uijrad 1 Grad 1 Staff

abbreviation An abbreviation introduces a new name for an expression. The idea
is to use the name as a short hand for the expression and hence abbreviation is
generally used to rename complex expressions. A type abbreviation is used to define
user defined types by compming previously defineci types in a specification. The
scope of the name introduced through abbreviation definition extends fiom the point
of declaration to the end of the current specification. See below for an example of
type abbreviation:
Student == Name x IDNurnber x P Course
Among the five categories of declarations mentioned earlier, only schemas and global
declarations constitute the structure of a specification.

Structure ofsoftware in Z

2.2

The structure of a software in Z can be identifieci by state space declarations and
global variable declarations. A date space is describeci by one or more schemas. A
schema contains a unique name in the specification, a signature and optionally a
property over the signature. A signature is represented by a set of <name, type>
pairs and the propew of the signature is represented by a predicate. This predicate
is expressmi as a logical conjunction of well-fomed formulas. As an example, a
schema representing the structure of a course ina course registration system is given
below:

-Course
wurseno : CourseNurnk
sturt, end : T h e
rqistered :P StudentNumber
allomted :NI
start < end /\
#re@tered 5 allomted

In this case, the signature consists of the declarations
courseno : CowseNumber,
start, end : T h e ,
registmecl :P StudentNmber,
allocated : Ni
The notation P denotes a power set. The propew of this schema is represented
by the conjunction of predicates
start

< end,

#reqistered 5 allocoted

which ~ssertsthat (i) the start-time of the course must be les than the end-time
of the course and (ii) the number of students registered in a course must be less
than or equal to the total number of seats ailocated for that course. According
to the convention of a Z specfication, there exists an implicit conjunction between
predicates representing the property, when these predicates are written on severai
lines. Thus the property of tbis schema is logicaily equivalent to
start < end

/\ #re@tered

5 allocated.

A global variable declaration in Z contains a signature representing one or more
global variables and the^ respective types. The declaration may optiondy contain
a predicate representing some invariant properties of the signature. For example, the
maximum nurnber of courses offered can be defineci by a global constant rnmcourses
as follows:

We can d e h e the folIowing abbreviations also - Hour (O - 23), Minute (O - 59), T h e
(a cross product of Hom and Minute), CouseNumber (100 - 7W),StudentNurnber
(looooo -999999).
'

H o w ==0..23
M2nute -- 0.,59

T h e == gour x Minute
Coursefimber == 100..?O0
StvdentNumber == 100000.-999999

Chapter 3

The methodology
In this chapter, we discuss the methodology to ensure structural compatibiliw. We
use the term "Library softwaren to represent the reusable component and "target
software" to represent the component being developed. Software reuse can be ensured only if the structure and behavior of the Iibrary software (to be reused) match
with those of the target software (to be developed). In this process, structural compatibility precedes behavioral compatibiüty because the latter uses the former. We
consider only the details of structural compatibiiity in this thesis. We have intre
duced algorithms to ensure structural compatibilifs'and have also implemented these
algorithms towards automation of the whole process. We briefly describe behavioral
compatibiliw but do not elaborate on it further. This is because automating the
process of ensuring behavioral compatibility requires the use of term rewriting d e s
and human interaction, which are beyond the scope of the current thesis.
Given the requirements specincations of the library and target software in 2,we
extract the structure of each of them dong with the type information to determine
stmctural compatibility. This chapter discusses the methodology with its theoretical
foundation, algorithmic details and its partial implementation.
The stmcture of a software component is generdy given by the collection of schemas
more cornmonly known as the d a t e space, in the specification. An important part
of a signature is the set of properties that are dehed over the signature. These
properties are q r e s s e d as invariant conditions which assert certain relationships
among the data type declarations of the signature. Later sections in this chapter
provide examples to illustrate these concepts. Structural compatibili@ is ensured by
the extent of signature matching in two specifications; signature matching includes
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both dedaration match and property match. Often, finding an exact match of declarations and/or properties is not f d b l e . Therefore, we need to consider partial
matches as well. We have describeci both exact and various cstegories of partial
matches in this thesis.
For purposes of structural compatibility, we consider the process of matching two
state space declarations as the same process of matching two global variable de&rations. The ciifference between the two types of declarations is that the former is
associateci with a unique name and is generaily defined by a schema type. Our notion
indicates that the name of a schema does not play any role in ensuring structural
compatibility except for i d e n t e the declaration; we use interna1 identifiers for
global variable dedarations within the algonthms that implement our methodo1ogy.
For simplicity,we use the term dechrution match to refer to the process of matching
data type dechrations in a pair of signatures and matching their respective properties. Thus, declamtion match can be used for matching state space declarations as
well as global variable declarations. Below, we discuss the various types of matching
in detail and the notations used in the definîtions that foliow:

3.1

Notations used

The following notations are used in the definitions that follow.
.
a refers to a signature and P refers to the property over a
set of identifiers
set of type names
type name
bijection from the domain of a signature ai to the domain of
another signature 02
weU formed formulas
Set of free variables of pi
Operation in the library component
Operation in the target component
State Space of the iibrary component
State Space of the target component

CHAPTER 3.

m LMEmODOLOGY

Definitions

3.2

3.2-1 Declaration Match
Definition l[declaration]: A dedaration d 29 d e f n d to be an ordered pair d :< o,
P> where a represents the signature of d and P refers to the property ouer a.
Since the property P is always associated with the signature a,we use the notation
P(u) to denote the P component of d in this thesis.

Definition O[signature]: A signature a 3s defined as a partial fùnction u : n -H t ,
where n represents a set of identifies and t represents a set of type Mmes.
An example of a signature is as follows:

id: NI
name : STRING
age : NI

Whüe matching declarations, we have to consider two cases: ezact match and partial
match. This classification appües individually t o signatures and properties.

Definition B[declaration exact match]: A declarutzon dl aactly matches &h another decla~cztion& i f and only if the signatvre ol of dl exactly matches with the
signature a* of 4 and the property P(oi) exaetly matches uith the propedy P ( o z ) .

Dennition Q[declarationpartial match]: A dec~arationdi partially matches with a
declaration $ if and only if one o r both of the fo1Lozv~~ngconditions is tme:
0

The signature 01 of dl partidly matches with the signature 0 2 of 4.

a

The proper-ty P(ai) partially matches wiUI the p ~ o p e r t yP(o2).

3.2.2

Signature Match

Signature matching is the process of d e t e m g which library components "match"
a target signature. As is the case with any information retrieval method, it becornes
dScult to find an exact match always. Under such situations we go for a partial

CElAPTER 3- TEE METHODOLOGY
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match b d on type compatibililgr- The expectation is that relaxed matching retunis
components that are close enough to be usefd to the software developer.

Definition 5[signatwe exact match]: A signature ai ezadly matches with another
signature 02 if and only if for euerg name nl in the domain of 01, there i s exactly
one nume in the domain of a2such that ol(nl)= c2(q).The ordering of names
in either signature is zrnmateriuiC

A necessary condition for an exact match of taro signatures is that the number of
names in both signatures must be the same (i.e., cardinaliw of domah of ol =
cardinaiity of domain of az).
A consequence of definition 5 for exact match is that there may be more than one
possibüity for exact match between two signatures. See the two signatures given
below for an example:

title : STRING
year :Nl

In this case, id of User can match with either d l n o or year of Book, giving two
possible exact matches.
We next consider partial match between two signatures. In defining partial matching,
we use the notion of type compatibiüty; this is defined first.

Definition 6[type compatibility]: A type TI is compatible to a type r z if the r d t
of peqoming sorne operation on a member of the carrier set of ri is the same as the
result of perfonning one w more operations on a unique mernber of the camkr set
of 72.
Informdy, type compatibility between two types indicates that the functional behavior of both types as detennined by their carrier sets and operations on carrier sets

Table 3.1: Compatible Types in 2
must be equident. A necessary condition for ensuring type compatibiüty is that
the casriet set of TI must be a subset of the carrier set of 7-2, both sets being derived
fkom the same semantic universe. Thus, a type TI can be ensured to be compatible
to a type 7 2 by taking an element z from the carrier set of ri, pecforming one of
the operations associated with TI on z and showing that the result y is the same as
performing one or more operations associated with on x.

To illustrate, consider the types P X and b e q X(injective sequence). Since iseq is
injective, the sequence WU not contain duplicates. The operator # will retum the
length of an injective sequence in the same way as it returns the cardinality of a
power set. The result of union operation on h o sets is behaviorally equivalent :U
performing concatenation operation on two injective sequences. In a similar way,
behavioral equivaience for other operations associated with the two types can be
shown. Hence, P X is compatible with iseq X. Table 3.1 shows a kt of compatible
types in Z; the type in column 1 is compatible with the type in column 2. This table
can be extended dynamicdy for other types defined in a specification.
The foilowing properties hold regardhg type compatibility:
Every type is compatible with itself.

Type compatibiliw is transitive.
Type compatibiüty is antisymmetric.

A close observation of these properties reveais that the type compatibüity relation
between two types is a partial order. We caution the teaders that type compatzbiiity
as described in this p a p a is not the same as tgpe abbreviation as denned in [Z']
The
.
purpose of type abbreviation is to derive an equident type for a given type ti. For
example, the relational type (denoted by A t,B) is equivalent to P(A x B). Our
notion of type compatibility is targeted towards reuse.
Subtypes Consider the notion of subfype as given in [5]. A requirement for a type
rl to be a subtype of another type r 2 is that every property 9 provable for objects
belonging to 7 2 should also be provable for objects belonging to TI. To summarize,
objects of rl ought to behave at least the same mamer as those of 72.
~Fkomthe notion of subtype, every property q5 for objects of 72 alSO holds for objects
of 71. This is possible only if both objects belong to the same domain (or & a m from
the same set). Thus, the first condition for type compatibüity is satisfied. We can
prove that a property 4 holds for an object z of 71 only by invoking some operation
L on x and o b s e d g the result. Therefore, for the same property to hold on z when
considered to be a member of 71, a set of operations fiom rl has to be invoked and
the result has to be compared. Thus, the second condition for type compatibility is
also satisfied. Hence, a subtype is compatible to its super type.

Using type cornpatibiUQ, we can now define a partial match between two signatures.

Definition T[signature partial match]: A signature 01 part2ally matches urith another
signature a* if there exïsts a bijection f from the domain of 01 to the domazn of a2
svch that for every x in the dornain of ai,al(2)is type-compatible with q(f(x)).

A necessary condition for partial match is that the number of components in both
the signatures must be the same. As seen from the definition of partial match, if a
signature 01 exactly matches with another signature 0 2 , then al partialiy matches
with a* as well. This is a consequence of the definition for type compatibility, and
is also consistent with sirnilar definitions for signature match given in [31].

3.2.3

Property Match

Definition B[prope~]: The property of a signature o, is defined by a predifate.
This predicate is a conjunction of weU f m e d formulas pl, f i ,.-,pmThus,
P ( u ) = p l A ~ A...Apm.

We use the notation A& (pi) to denote the logical conjunction of the well formed formulas f i ,nt...,p,. Note that a predicate expressed in some other form can dways
be normalized to the conjuuctive normal form and hence the above representation is
reasonable for our discussion*

Each predicate contains free variables and bond variables. The fiee variables corne
fiom the declaration part of the signature. We use the notation F(pi) to represent
the set of fkee variables of pi and B ( p i ) to represent the set of bound variables of pi.

We abuse the membership notation E in the above definition to denote that pi is one
of the conjuncts of P(u).

- -

Substitution for fkee variables Let O(tl
XI, &
a,.
..,t, t z , J ( p ) denote
the sukitution fmction for a well-fomed formula p in which the fcee variables
a,a,.., are substituted by the variables hl &, ...,t, respectively. Then,

- -

We use the notation 9 L I ( k + q ) ( p ) to denote the expression
@(tr
in the rest of the thesis.

s

1

a
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Now we formally define property matching between two signatures ol and oz-Exact
match of properties holds when the types of respective variables in 01 are compatible
with those in m.

Exact Match of properties
Definition 9[propew exact match]: A property P(il) associated with the signatare
exactly matches tmth a p r o p d y P(&) (~ssociatedraith the signature 0 2 if and only
if P(ul) is quivalent to P(&) after renaming the nomes in the domain of al to
match with the names in the domain of az.

01

A necessary precondition for exact match of two properties P(ui) and P(oz) is that
01 end a2 must exactly match with each other. As an example, consider the two
foiiowing schemas whose signatures and properties match exactly with each other.

name :STRING
#name

5 20

callno :NI
title : STRING
year :NI

In this case, the properties of the two signatures exactly match with each other after
renaming the names in User as foiiows: (id + eallno, name + title, age + year) .
The property of the signature of User exactly matches with the property of signature
of Book after renaming.

Partial match of properties
Definition lO[property partial match]: Given two signatures ul and 02, the property
P(ul) of ol partially matches with the property P(m) of a2, if P(&) inplies P(Q)
a m renaming the names in the domaàn of alto match with the names in the domain
of 0 2

This use of implication in partial match can be justsed since the property of the
iibrary component is weaker than that of the target component to enable reuse.
Only then the library component can match several target components. This is in
principie agreed by the two groups [14]and [31]. As seen from the above definition,
partial match between two signatures is not symmetric. This is expected; otherwise,
partial match will converge to exact match. Use of implication in the definition for
partial match can be justifid nom the following fact: P ( a l ) must be weaker than
P(oa),when al represents a signature in a library specincation and 0 2 represents a
signature in a target specification, thus faicilitating reuse.

In the previous example, if the predicate part of the schema User is:
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then, the property of User will imply the property of Book sRer renaming the variables and hence User will partiaüy match with Book.

3.2.4

Schema Matching

A schema is a triple (s,a,P) where s is the unique name of the schema, o is its
signature and P is the property of the schema deover o. The name of the
schema does not play any role in the proceas of ensuring structural compatibility.
Therefore, schema matching is the same as signature matching.

Dennition ll[schema match]: A s c h a S
match with a schema T if their
respective signatures and properties match with eoch other.

3-2-5 Global Declaration Matching
A global declaration is a signature along with a property. Therefore, signature and
property matching are equdy applicable to global declarations as weU. The ciifference between global declaration matching and schema matching cornes only during
the automation of the entire process when the List of matched schemas are stored
along with the schema names while the matched global declarations may be stored
with some interna1 identifiers such as line numbers in the specincation.

3.3

Algorithms

In this section, we describe a set of the algorithms to implement the methodology
discussed earlier. O d y important dgorithms have been described in this thesis;
trivial ones have been left out for brevity. The implementation includes aU the
algorithms.
Algorithm 1 describes the process to ensure partial match between two signatures
LSIG and TSIG,corresponding to library and target specifications respectively. It
returns a name table which consists of the matching variables from LSIG and TSIG
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whose respective types are compatible.

Algorithm 1sigBatu~e,rnatch(LSfG,TSIG)
Purpose: This aigorithm describes the partial match of signatures LSIG and TSIG.
As requited by the specification, the two signatures must have the same number of
components. The type of LSIG(i) must be the same or compatible with the type of
TSIG(i ), 1 5 i 5 #LSIG.
Input: LSIG, TSIG: Signature
/* LSIG represents library signature and TSIG represents target signature. The type
'Signature' is a sequence of <name,type>. */
Output: table: Name-Table
/* Name-Table contains the pairs of names d , t > , 1 E LSIG and t E TSIG. If any
name in LSIG is not matched, the table will be empty.*/
Local variab1e:table: Name-Table; flag: Boolean
/* The type Name-Table is defined as a sequence of ordered pairs of names */
Procedure:

-

table + ();
/* Initiaiize table to an empty sequence */
flag true;
if #LSIG # #TSIG return table
while (LSIG # 0)do
if (type-compatible(type(head(TS1G) ) , type(head(LS1G))))
table +table ( name(head(LS1G))++ name(head(TS1G)));

else
table + ()
flag + faise;
endif
LSIG * tail(LSM);
TSIG + tail(TS1G);

endwhile
endif
return table;
endproc
Given two signatures, there might be more than one possible way of matching them.
This is because the ordering among the entries (pairs of names and types) in a signature is immaterial. Therefore, we store all possible combinations of matches for
a given pair of signatures in a table, c d e d T. Each entry in T itself is a table that
contains one set of matching names. Later, during dedaration matching, those corn-
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binations that result in unmatched properties will be elMinateci fiom T. Algorithm
2 describes the constmction of aü name tables from a pair of signatures.

Algorithm 2 wnstruct-nume-tables(LSIG,TSIG)
Purpose: To coastruct aU possible name tables kom the two signatures LSIG and
TSIG,
Input : LSIG,TSIG:Signature
/* LSLG represents iibrary signature and TSIG represents target signature. */
Output: result: seq Name-Table;
/* A set of name tables of type Name-Table. This type is a set of ordered pairs; the
f b t element of each such pair represents a name from LSIG and the second nom
TSIG. We use the notation P to declare a set.*/
Local variables: pemut: P Signature; curent: Signature
Procedure:
resdt + 0;
if #LSIG = #TSIG
permut = pennut-signatures(TS1G);
/* compute all possible permutations of names in TSIG */
while permut # 0 do
current +- head(permut);
if (signature-match(LSIG, current) # ())
result
result
signature - rnatch(LSIG, current);

endif
permut

endwhile
endif
return result;
endproc

-

-

-

tail(permut);

Algorithm 3 compares two predicates LP and TP representing the properties of the
library signature and the target signature respectively. The predicates are input in
conjunctive normal form which includes only the three operators V, A, 1 . At first ,
the two predicates are rewritten into p r e k form. If they both have the same o p
erators, then their respective operands are compared for logical equivalence. This
recursively invokes Algorithm 3. If this case fails, one of the predicates is commutated
and then the algorithm is exercised once again for the operanch. However Algorithm
3 does not ensure completeness; i.e., there may be a match exïsting between the two
predicates but the algorithm may not h d it. On the other hand, if they are simple
predicates without logical operators (the termination condition for recursion), then
they are directly compared for logical quivalence. In successful cases, the output

is the target expression TP rewritten after substituthg the variables in the target
expression with the names of the variables in the Iibrary expression. The name table
is assumeci to be available for this algorithm. In case of fdure of Aigorithm 3, the
target predicate is retumed.

Algorithm 3 property-match(LP, TP, name-table)
Purpose: This algorithm describes partial match of properties represented by the
predicates LP and TP.The properties match as long as the predicates representing
the properties are logically-equivalent .
Input: LP, TP: Predicate;
name-table: Name-Table;
/* Library predicate(LP) and target predicate(TP), both in conjunctive normal form.
The name table contaios the matched names from LSIG and TSIG which are used
by LP and TP. */
Output: result: boolean
Local variable: Ln,, Tnw,n m ,n m Predicate;
Procedure:
declare Op == {A 1 v);
result falie;
/*Obtain the prefiv expressions for both the predicates */
Ln- + pre-ression(LP)
;
T- + prekexpression(TP) ;
/* If the first element in each expression is not an operator, then they
are simple predicates which can be directly compared for logical equivalence. */
if (he~d(Lnm) OP A h e 4 Tnm) OP)
remiit + (logically-equivalent(Ln-, Tnm, name-t able)) ;
else
/* If both the expressions have the çame operator a t the front, then
check for logîcal equivaiences of their respective operands by recursively
c a l h g this function. If they don% match, try for logical equidence
once again after commuting the target expression. */
if (
~
~= h&(
~ Trie"))
~
(
~
~
)
result + (property-match(first-operand(LP) ,
first-operand(TP) , name-table) and
property-match(second-operand(LP) ,
second-operand (TP) ,name-table)) or
(property-match(first-operand(LP),
second-operand(TP), name-table) and
property-match(second-operand(LP) ,

-

e

e
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firstsperand(TP), name-table) ) ;

endif
endif
return tesult;
endproc
Deciding logical equivalence of two predicates is not a simple task since the same
property can be expressed in more than one way. For example, the two predicates
x > y aod y < z denote the same property and hence are logically equivalent. Automating this process requires term re-writing rules which considers the expression
involving <, for example, and rewrites it into an expression involving >. Thus, we
can conclude that the above two expressions are logicdy quivalent. On the other
hand, there are a number of term rewriting d e s such as
PV(PAQ)=P
which makes the algorithm for logicai equivalenceexhaustive. Since there are a number of tools avaüable for checkhg logical equivalence of predicates, we do not discuss
the algorithm in this thesis. Even the tools which check the logical equivalence of
the two predicates are not sdEcient for o u . case. For example, the following taro
predicates are logicdy equivalent in our case when the two declarations corresponding to these two predicates are of type P S and iseq S respectively:

XES;(~~:~..#S.S(~)=X)
Therefore, we will not elaborate hirther the discussion on logical equidence at this
stage.

In o w current Mplementation, we manually check the predicates for logicd equivalence. This is done by (i) substituting the names in TP by the matching narnes in
LP using the name-table (that is why the name-table is passed as a parameter to
Algorithm 3) , and (ii) displayhg the modifieci TP and unmodifiecl LP to the user
to check for logical equivaience manually.
Algorithm 4 describes the signature match between two signatures.

Algorithm 4 declaration-match(LD, TD)
Purpose: This algorithm matches the two declarations LD and TD. They match if
their respective signatures and properties match. The algorithm outputs d possible
declaration matches based on the number of possible permutations among the signatures.

Input: LD, TD: Declaration;
/* LD represents library declaration and TD represents target declaration.
Output : result: seq Name-Table

*/
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/* A sequence of name tables containing matchkg names fiom LD and TD for which
both signature and propew match. */
L o d variables:
LSIG,TSIG: Signature; LP,TP: Predicate; tables: seq Name-Table;
Procedure:
LSIG + signatw+of(LD);

TSIG + signatue-of(TD);

-

LP + propertpof(LD);
TP + property-of(TD);
tables
co~lstmct-name-tables(LSIG,TSIG);
r d t

+

0;

while (tables

# 0 )do

if property-match(LP,TP,head(tab1es))
resdt + resuit
( head(tab1es) );
endif
tables t td(tab1es);

endwhile
return result;
endproc
Behavioral compatibility
For completeness, we define behavioral compatibility in this section. However, the
thesis does not deai with behavioral compatibility any further.

Definition lO[behavioral compatibility]: A sojhare component Lib is behaviorally
compatible with unother softwure component Tar if and o d y if every operation Opi
in Lib is behuvioratly compatible with some operation Opt in Tor.
As in the case of declaration match, we can define exact and partial matches for
behavioral compatibility. We now define behavioral compatibility of an operation in
Lzb with an operation in Tor.

Definition ll[operation compatibility]: An operation Opi is behaviorally compatible
vith an operation Opt if and or& if the state space on which ûpl opwates 6 structurally wmputible &th the stute space St on which Opt operates, and the predicate
of Opi matches with the prdicate of Opt.
Depending on the stmctucal compatibiliw between Si and St and the predicate
match between Opi and Opt, we can define exact and partial matches of behavioral
compatibiiity between operatioos.

At this stage, we stresrr the importance of behavioral compatibiüty to be used in
conjunction with structural compatibility. For example, in 2,a schema can represent
a state or an operation. The syntax of an operation schema includes decorations for
variables such as x', where 2' indicates the value of the variable x after the operation
successfdly terminates. Similarly, the decorations ? and ! are used for input and
output respectively. Since the signature matching algonthms are based on types,
rather than on the names of the declarations, it is pcssible that an operation schema
in the target matches with a state schema in the library or vice versa. This is
conceptually not agreeable but it d
lsatisfies the conditions for signature match.
Such faults c m be resolved only aiter checking behavioral compatibility.
Automating the process to ensure behaviord compatibility is difficdt. This is because the same behavior can be expressecl in more than one way. In that case, pattern
matching does not help in checking for compatibiliv. It requires manual intervention
to decide if two specifications are behaviorally compatible. For example, consider the

following schemas:

Flight
flzghtnumber :FlzghWumber
departure, arriva1 : Time
resmed :LPeq PassengerNamber
mpacity :Ni

C
C

awival> departure h #resmed

< capacity

Course
courseno : CourseNvmber
start, end : Time
tegisterd :P StudentNuurr.ber
dlocated :NI

start < end h #r@tered

5 allocuted

After substituthg the variable names in the target schema, we have
am-val > departure
&art < end.
In this case we see that though the two schemas are behaviotally compatible, but it
is difFicult to automate the proces as the relational operators used are Werent in
both cases.

Chapter 4
Case Study
In this chapter, we iilustrate our methodology with a case study. We consider two
specifications - a course registration system and a Bight reservation system. We give
only the state space schemas representing the two applications.

4.1

Course Registration System

Information for a course contains a unique course number, starting tirne, ending
tirne, a set of students attending the course and the maximum seats dmated for
the course.

Course
covrseno : CourseNumber
start, end : Time
regrstered : P StudentNunber
ullocuted : NI

,

&art < end

h

#registered 5 allocoted
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Every student has a unique ID number. The set of courses taken by each student
is also modeled as part of the student information. Other irrelevant details such as
name, address and phone number are omitted for brevify- The property asserts that
the student cannot attend two Werent courses simultaneously.

Student
id :Studentlvurnber
taken :P Course
(tl.start # &.sturt A
ti.start < &.sta& =+ tl.end < &.star?)

A course registration system contains a set of courses and a set of students. The
propem asserts that (i) dl courses have unique course numbers, (ii) all students
have unique ID numbers, and (iü) information regarding courses and students with
respect to this system is consistent.

-RegLPtmtionSystern
courses :P Course
students : P Student
(V cl, cz : wurses a cl.courseno = CS. courseno

cl = cz)
(Vsi,a : students a sl.id =%.id
SI = a )
(Vc : courses 0 c.r@tered = {s :students 1 c E s-taken s.zd))
(V s : students s-taken C wurses)

*

Flight Resemtion System
The information about a fiight includes a unique Bight number, its arrivai and departure times, the passengers who have reserved a seat and the capacity of the flight.
For simplicity, each passenger is identifieci by a unique number. Note that anival
in the following structure represents the 811ival of the Eght at its destination and
departare refers to the flight at its origin.
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-Right
jiightnumber :FhghtNumber
departure,amüal: Time
reserved :iseq PassengerNumber
cupacity :Ni

Every passenger has a unique number (used intemally by the system; for the current
version, other details such as name, address and nationaliq are ignored as irrelevant).
The set of flights reserved by a passenger is also stored as part of the information
for the passenger. It is asserted that no two flight schedules for the same passenger
should overlap.

-Passenger
token :PassengerNvmber
booked :P Flight
Vfi,fi : booked
(fi.departure # fi.departure A
fi. departure < fi. depurture

* fi. amival < f2. departare)

A reservation system contains a set of passengers and a set of fiights. Each reserved
fiight by a passenger should have been entered in the database. Consequently, passengers of each Bight must also be k n o m to the system. The property of the schema
Reservation asserts that (i) aU Bights have unique Bight numbers, (ü) ail passengers have unique identification nurnbers, and (iii) information regarchg fiights and
passengers within this reservation is consistent.

-ReservationSystem
flights : P Flzght
passengers :P Passenger
(Vfi, :flzghts fi .flightnumber = fi.flightnumber + = fa)
(V pl, pl : passengers m.token = pz. token
pl = pz)
(Vf :flights mn f .reserved = {p :passengers 1 f E p. booked a p. token))
(Vp :passengws a p.booked jfights)

*

Compatible Types
Registration Reservatioa
courseno
A
fiightnumber ~ o u r s e ~ u m b e rFlightNumber
&art
end
registered
id
taken
courses
students

departure

arrival
reserved
token
booked
flights
passager

P StudentNumber 'r iseq PassengerNumber

StudentNumber I* PassengerNumber
Course Flight
Course A Flight
StudentNumber A PasengerNumber

Table 4.1: Declaration Match in the Case Study

4.3

Structural Compatibility

The case study illustrates a partial match between the course registration system
and the Bight reservation system. Table 4.1 shows the declaration match between
the entries in the two specincations. The 1 s t column in the table indicate compatible types in the case study. The notation X
Y indicates that X is compatible
with Y. Notice that the type StudentNumber is also type compatible with the type
RzghtNumber since both are subranges of naturd numbers. However, when considerh g property match, such illegal matches are eliminated. Table 4.1 s r n a r i z e s o d y
those entries of a successful match.
Propew match is trivial except in two cases: the predicate
start < end
in Course matches with the predicate
arrivai> departure
in FEight, even though the logical operators are dinerent. The predicate
c-reqistered = ( s :students 1 c E s.taken a s.2d))
in RegistrationSystem partidy matches with the predicate
ranf .reserued = {p :pussengers 1 f E p. booked a p. token))
Hence the registration system can be partidy reused for the resemtion system.

The date space declaration for the flight reservation system consists of three schemas
Flight, Pcssenger and Resmation and the state space of the course registration
system is defineci by the three schemas Course, Student and System. The two state
spaces match partially with each other because Flight matches partially with Course,
Passengw matches partially with Student and Reservation matches partially with
System. All three matches include both signature match and property match.
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We notice that the invariant of Flzght and that of Course use different logical operators but still they match exactly. This ensures that there is only one possibility of
name matching between F'Zight and Course, namely
number
eourseno, depurture H start,
amual
end, ocmpied cr 7egiste~ed.

-

A slightly dinerent version of the Bight structure is given below which le& to partial
match.

1

Flightl
m b e r :NI
departure, a m ~ v a :l NI
se& :seqN
capacity :Ni
-

am-val > departwe
V i ,j :I..#s&
i # j I\ ~ e a t s ( i >
) O h seotsu) > O
#seab 5 capacity

seats(i) # seats(j)

The miciable seats indicates a sequence of passenger numbers. Thus, seats(i) refers
to the passenger number occupying the i* seat. It is assumed here that seats with
passenger number zero are empty seats. The second invariant in Flightl ensures that
no passenger occupies more that one seat.
One can see that Course partially matches with Flightl under the following mapping:
(numberH courseno, departare H start,
awïval
end, seats w rqàstered,
capacity c* allocated)
Partial match occurs because the type of regLstered is compatible to the type of
occzrpied. The properties of Flightl and Course match partidy because the signatures match partialiy only. Even though Flightl has an additional predicate, it still
e ~ c h e the
s type compatibility which would otherwise be imposed anyway.

Chapter 5

Implementation
This chapter explains the implementation of algorithms to ensure structural cornpatibiiïty and some comments on the implementation, particularly the additional
components introduced during the implementation of the process. The algorithms
have been implemented in C, under the Unix operating system. The specifications
used as case studies for the implementation have b e n type checked using jbzz typechecker[27]. The output of fuu (containing type information) is used as input for
the program.

Figure 5.1: Input Manager

An example of fuu output for the schema mght d i s c d in the prevïous chapter
is given below:
Schema Flight
number: NN
departure: NN
am*uai: NN
oceupied: P NN
End

5.1

Exact and Partial match

Impiementation of exact matching of signatures and properties is trivial. For exact
matching of signatures, every schema in the library specification is matched with
every schema in the target specïfication. All possible combinations of exact matches
are stored. Later during property matching, name substitutions from those matching
schemas fiom the table are tried. By this process, those schemas whose signature
match exactly, but whose properties do not match exactly, are deleted fiom the table.
At the end, we will be left with those schemas whose signature and properties both
exactly match.
During partial match, k t we store all possible combinations of partial signature
match. This process also includes those schemas which exactly match. Later, the
entries in the table are selected one at a time and tried for partial matching of
properties. One may see that this process may lead to tremendous increase in storage requirements as the specifications become larger. However, we do not address
complexity issues in this thesis.

While considering partial match of declarations, we have included another option in
our implementation: if only a portion of the declaration dl in the library software
matches with the declaration 6 in target software, then we consider this a s a partial
match. The reason for considering this special case is to provide as much flexibility
to the reuse process as possible. In the implementation, a matching index a has been
set (O < a < 1)for partial match of signatures. We then declare that a partial match
c m occur when (i) there are n entries in the signature of di;(ii) m out of n entries in
dl partially match with all entries in 4;and (5)m / n 2 a. The predicates in P(o1)
of di which contains the n - m variables are ignored while considering the partial
match of properties, since they will not become part of the reusable component. As a
result, the portion of dl containing the m variables is tailored for reuse. We however,
have not explored this option hirther.

1-

YS-

-

-

Figure 5.2: View Manager-Library Specification

Figure 5.3: View Manager-Target Specification

Figure 5.4: View Manager-Modiaed Specification

In case of partial matches using o factor, the library specification can be split into two
pieces such that one of the pieces matches either sractly or partially with the target
specification. The other piece is considered as irrelevant to the target application.
It can be e d y justified that the conjunctîon of the two pieces is quivalent to the
library specification using schema calculus. We do not discuss the splitting of library
specifications any hirther in this thesis.
As an example, consider the schema Course in the course registration system contains
additionai information such as
Course
wurseno : CourseNumber
start, end : T h e
registered :P StudentNumber
alloccrted :IVi
roornno :Roomfirnber
teacher :String

,

In this case, n = 7; m = 5. If a = 0.6, then m / n > 0.6. Hence, partial reuse can
still occur with roomno and teacher excluded kom the declaration.
The program concludes that two schemas match if more than 70% (arbitrarily chosen
for this thesis) of the number of variables in the schema match - either exactly or
partiaüy. Table 3.1 gives the partial compatibility between types. The matched
variables in the schema are highlighted foc the user. In figure 5.4, the variables
preceded by an asterisk are an exact match of the variables in the target schema and
the rest do not match. The correspondhg variables are substituted in the predicates
and shown. The user is given the option to try out different possible permutations
and combinations of the variables in his quest for a match between the schemas.

For each permutation of the variables, a new specification file is produceci with the
variable names in the iibrary s p e c h t i o n being replaced by the variable names in
the target specification. The user can view these specification files to make the
final decision as to which library specification can be reused in place of the target
specification. The interface offers the user a text viewer to view the files. In case
of less/no match between the library specification and the target specification, the
user can abandon the library specification and &art all over from scratch with a new
library specification. This process îs repeated until a match is found from the Library
of specifications.

As has been already stated, the behavioral compatibility has not been taken care of,
because of the complexiw and interaction involved. However, the user can extend
the algonthms for property match to implement behavioral compatibility.

5.2

User interface

The irnplementation also has a friendly user interface. The interface screens were
impiementeci using X-Motif; portions of this interface are shown in Figures 5.1 and
5.2. The 6rst window prompts the user to enter the file names containing the library
and target speciûcations as input. The View screen enables the user to visuahe the
Iibrary specification and the target specification independently. The results of signature and property matches are stored in various files. These files can also be viewed
fiom the View Manager. The View Manager shown in Figure 5.2 shows the library
specification, Figure 5.3 shows the target specification before modification. Figure
5.4 shows the modifieci target specification. This modified specification indicates
with asterisk marks those variables that match. Thus the user c m visually identify
structural matching- In addition the same window c m be used to see the other tables
generated during the matching process. This enables the user to interactively assert
compatibiliw and partial match between the library and target specifications.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and future directions
buse of existing software is an evolving technology. However, the methods for software reuse as reported in literature are targeted towards specific application or do
not justify the reusability of an existing software product. Formal methods, when

employed in a software reuse process, promise to justify reusability and also to automate the reuse process. The latter daim is due to the weli dehed syntax and
semantics of the forma1 notations used. Since formal methods have been incorpe
rated into software development process only recently, and the f o m d specification
ianguages are continuously evolving, use of formal methods is stiil not popdar in
industrial environments-

This thesis proposes a methodology by which software reuse can be achieved effectively using formel requirements specifications. Due to evolving nature of bot h
f o m d notations and reuse technology, we claim that this thesis is a novel contribution towards automating the software reuse process. We assert that ensuring softwaze
reuse requires that both structural compatibility and behavioral cornpatibiiity must
be ensureci. We have presented the methodology to ensure stnictural compatibility,
have devised algorithms to implement the methodoIogy and have also implemented
the algorithms. The implementation has been tested for a couple of case stuclies; the
results are promishg- An important contribution in this thesis is the notion of type
compatibility; we have useci this notion to define various cases of partial matches for
software reuse.

6.1 Limitations
Some of the limitations of the present work are d i s c d below.
a

The suggested methodoIogy is based on the Z formal notation.

So, if speci-

fications are written in another specification language then the methodology
requires appropriate modifications. We still claim that the pro&
methodology can be applied to several rnoàel-baseci specification languages with minor
modifications to the a l g o r i t h . The pattern matching techniques in our implementation are b d on the format of the fwltype-checker output. Hence,
if this methodology is used for another specification language, then appropriate
modifications are required in the implementation as well.
Though both structural compatib'ity and behavioral compatibiüty are essential to ensure reuse, only structural compatibility is discussed in the paper.
Automation of behavioral compatibiIit3f is complex and requires user interaction and term rewriting d e s .

It has been assumeci that the library and target speciiications are emor-free and
consistent. The methodology does not check for validity of the specincations.
As these specifications are type-checked by fuw,they are ensureci to be correct
with respect to syntax and types. But semantic consistency of the specifications
must stiil be ensureci before considering reuse.
The methodology also relies a lot on the way the specifications are written.
Specifications written in merent styles give Werent results. Although the
specifications may be targeted towards the same application, they may be syntactically diflerent and so the methodology suggested may not find a match
in this case. For example, one can mite a propertporiented specification in Z
using only the axiomatic dechrations while another person can write a specification using a state space mode1 for the same problem. Obviously, ensuring
structural compatibiüty in this case is very difEicult.
Since the reuse process involves a lot of user-interaction and decision-making,
automation of the whole process is still beyond the scope of the current methodology.

We propose the following work items as pmible continuations of our current work.
Notion of behaviorai compatibility can be elaborated further and implemented.
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The methoàology can be exercised usi~gother m o d e l - b d specification languages and verified.

Partial rem can be considered in àepth and the algorithms can be fine-tuned.
As a consequence, the process will not only justify partial reusability but also
will propose hints and guidelines as to how to tailor the library specitication
towards replacing portions or whole of the target specincation.
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Appendix A
Z Notations used in this paper
This appendix includes the notations used in this thesis. Part of them are used in
the Z specifications; others are used in describing the methodology. Informa1 sematics of these notations can be found in [LM. Spivey, 'The Z Notation: A Reference
Manual", (Second Edition), Prentice Hall International Series in Cornputer Science,
1992.1

given set brackets for given types
abbreviation definition
free type dennition

Logic

logicd negation
logicd conjunction
Iogical disjunction
logical implication
logicd equivalence
universal quantification (d is declaration, p is predicate)
existentid quantification (d is declmation, p is predicate)
unique existentid quantification (d is declaration , p is predicate)
logical operators

(note: = is defined for all data types)

Relations

Sets

set membership
set non-membership
empty set

subset
proper subset
set brackets
tuple brackets
Cartesian product
power set
set intersection
set union
set difference
generalized intersection
generalized union
cmdinality

c-+
H

dom
rm

binary relation
maplet
domain of a relation
range of a relation
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partial function
total function
bijective function
partial injection
total injection
partial -ection
totd surjection
hinctional ovemding

Seq

ise¶

0

leql
CI

head
tad

N

NI
Z

+
-

4

div

..

sequence as a type
injective sequence
non-empty sequence
muence
sequence concatenation
first element of a sequence
all but the head element of a sequence

PUER

set of natural numbers
set of non-zero naturd numbers
set of integers
addition
subtraction
multipLcation
division
number range

APPENDIX A. Z NOTATIONS USED û V THlS PAPER
Schema Notation

component selection in a schema
state S after an operation
renaming schema components (rename b to a)
schema conjunction
schema disjunction
schema negation
schema compo&ion
decoration of input variable
decoration of output variable

The former denotes vertical notation of a schema and the latter denotes it horizontal
version.

Notation for domatic definition is used for both nuictions and global constants.

